
We have the products you need to refinish and care for furnishings
in every part of your house and garden – plus the product informa-
tion you need. Our prospects will give you an idea of how the pro-
ducts can be used. Our "Tips for best results” tell you what you
need to know about the application techniques.

Welcome home!

Information and advice Phone: +49 5 31 – 2 81 41 - 0
E-Mail: export@auro.de

Discover  AURO
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Walls and ceilings
designed for feeling good

Dare to
use colour

AURO Pflanzenchemie AG
Alte Frankfurter Straße 211

D-38122 Braunschweig
Phone: +49 5 31 – 28 141 - 0 • Fax: +49 5 31 – 28 141 - 61

info@auro.de • www.auro.de

my world... naturallymy world... naturally



AURO paints are the first choice for resurfacing and designing
naturally beautiful walls and ceilings. Our wall glazes are ge-
nuine natural paints based on pure vegetable and mineral raw
materials processed by us in accordance with the principle of
minimum contamination affecting humans and the environ-
ment. 

The eye can differentiate thousands of
colour nuances. Which ones do you want
to use? Varied patterns and washes are
an invitation to enjoy and let inspiration
take hold. A fine natural fibre plaster sur-
face can become the canvas for your own
composition. Give each room its very own
mood. No other creative tool addresses
the soul as directly as expressive colours.

Fantasy instead of the same old white:
That’s our recipe for a home to look for-
ward to, every day. All you need are love-
ly paints and a little courage.

Trust your feelings!
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Clothes make the man, they say. It might
also be: colours make the room. Tasteful-
ly designed wall and ceiling surfaces
indulge your fantasy and let everybody
know what kind of a personality inhabits
your home.

With AURO, naturally. The aesthetic quality of our natural pig-
ments gives this recommendation a special urgency. The lively
tones, and the washes and transparent effects possible with
AURO paints are not possible with conventional paints. The
results will please you, and many others as well.

Our paints are the best imaginable for creating a healthy living
climate in your house. Every AURO label lists exactly what the
product contains. No synthetic toxins or other harmful sub-
stances are used. Open-pored plaster surfaces are not sealed
over airtight, but rather their natural capacity for regulating
room air moisture is maintained. The mild scent of these prod-
ucts makes applying them a pleasure. In many cases, the
colour-fastness and technical protective properties of AURO
paints even exceed those of the harmful synthetic products.

Indulge your fantasy

With AURO, naturally
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Gentle chemistry: The natural raw materials
in AURO products are processed in environ-
mentally compatible ways and returned to
the natural substance cycle after use.

Top ecological product test results for all AURO products, and
excellent evaluations from other independent institutes, con-
firm the impressive success of 30 years of AURO research in
the field of "gentle chemistry.”



Brushing
Large wall surfaces are suitable for
brushed-on coats of paint. By applying
several transparent coats, either geomet-
rically exact or in irregular strips, amaz-
ingly natural light effects can be
achieved.

Stippling
Highly structured substrates can be given
vibrant depths with irregular paint appli-
cation using a sponge. Several colours
can be combined.

Stencilling
Wall surfaces on which the element of
form is added to the colours have a par-
ticularly artistic flair. Working with stencils
and an airbrush pistol is one way to real-
ize this effect.

Winding
This age-old technique of applying paint
with a linen or cotton cloth wound irregu-
larly around a stick or other handle will
help you create uniquely styled surfaces.

Since the very beginnings of human cul-
ture, humans have created colourful wall
paintings – at first cave paintings for
magic rituals, later purely ornamental
images. Many of the patterns and techni-
ques that still impress us today hark back
to antiquity. Every epoch and every
region of the world has continued to
expand the spectrum of styles down to
this very day.

… simply

unlimited
With these stimulating models, your indi-
vidual expression can reach for the stars.
Handicraft techniques refined through the
centuries, perfectly matched with AURO
paints, and you’re on your way to unlimited
creativity. 

In ten basic tones and an unlimited num-
ber of tints and mixes, our classic Colour
wash plant glazes, which can be thinned
with water, will give your rooms the gift of
colour. Multiple washes and special
application techniques make for a wide
variety of expressive forms. Our dilutable
Wall glaze waxes in five basic colours are
particularly suited to natural surfaces.

Get started by applying a plaster sub-
strate to your wall: either smooth or in
varied relief, using a mineral or fibrous
vegetable-based plaster. AURO primers
can also be used to preserve and prepare
existing plaster surfaces and even wood-
chip wallpaper.

Paints and colours are …
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At AURO, old traditions in painting are
combined with a spirit of research also
dedicated to natural products. Applying
the same stringent principles reflected in
our Colour wash plant glazes, we have
developed additional products to refine
and beautify your walls.

Perhaps you are considering wood pan-
elling for some wall surfaces? At AURO
you can choose between highly modern,
solvent-free paints and woodstains and
traditional gentle wood treatments with
waxes and oils.

If wallpaper is your choice, AURO has a
wallpapering paste that does not harm
humans or the natural environment.
Effective contrasts are the trend, for
example the contrast between three walls
painted in light colours and a fourth with
a large-patterned wallpaper or a surface
painted in a full-tone colour.

As an alternative to the classic plant
glazes, AURO also makes wall glaze wax
dispersions in five basic colours. Process-
ing these paints is a little more difficult,
but the level of protection for the wall
surface is particularly high due to the wax
layer.

Tradition invites

invention

Natural from A to Z

Working with AURO
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The AURO programme also offers, in addition to the wall
paints and related materials, waxes and oils for your valuable
wooden floors and paints and woodstains for your furniture
and other prized possessions. For daily household chores
there are of course the AWALAN washing and cleaning 
products from AURO.

Of course we also carry the tools and accessories you will
need to apply AURO products – from a large selection of first-
class brushes to adhesives, cleaning agents, fillers and handi-
craft materials for many different purposes.

We have summarized all of our vast expe-
rience with refinishing and protecting your
walls in a handy set of guidelines for you.

By phone or email you can also avail your-
self of the competence of our experts – for
a perfect result.


